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“Rest and contact 
in the herd” 

Universal, modular and robust feed station 

Open design 

 

Easy to expand 

 

Incl. one PipeFeeder anti-spill 

 

Fits perfectly in every cubicle shed   

 



Oude Situatie 

FeedStation walk-in  
Universal, modular and robust feed station 

Easy to expand with... 

L'port  

Extra comfort with the 

L’port. With the L'port 

closing gate fitted the 

feeding station entrance 

closes so that it is no 

longer possible for a 

cow to be pushed away 

from the trough before 

she has finished eating 

her allotted ration.  

PipeFeeder 

The FeedStation walk-in is 

supplied with a PipeFeeder 

dosator, which ensures 

pellets are fed precisely and 

silently. The feedstation can 

be expand up to                

4 PipeFeeders. 

 

MultiDos 

To provide extra energy 

by feeding propylene   

glycol or other liquid con-

centrates on top of the 

concentrates a MultiDos 

dosing system  can be 

quickly fitted above the 

feeding station.  

The FeedStation walk-in concentrate feeding station fits into 

any dairy unit and can be connected to any feeding  compu-

ter. Installation of the FeedStation walk-in is quick and easy. 

The ingenuous, modular nature of the FeedStation walk-in 

means it is possible to link multiple feeding stations next to 

one another. This is done at a remarkably low cost as each 

additional feeding station only needs one sidebar.  

Searching for an easily installed and robust feeding station that 

can be extended with several successful innovations? 

Then meet the new FeedStation walk-in from Hanskamp, 

which is easy to install into any type of cattle shed and can 

quickly be expanded. The FeedStation walk-in comes      

equipped with both a PipeFeeder and an ingenious anti-spill 

system developed by Hanskamp. This FeedStation can be 

coupled by every brand and is exlusive electronica. 

A major benefit of the 

FeedStation Walk-In is 

that its open design 

ensures that the cow 

keeps in contact with 

the herd and does not 

feel isolated.  

Open design 

Universal 
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